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The Champions Choice 

 

Pinarello (Peena-RAY-low) was the runner up when I was shopping for my forever bike. The dead sexy 

Onda forks and seat stays drew me in like a bee to a flower. Ultimately though, the ride didn’t inspire 

me like I thought it would and I moved on. However, there is no denying the lineage of this Italian super 

bike manufacturer. You would be forgiven if you were asked which bike has won the most Grand Tour 

stages in the modern era (starting in 1990). The Armstrong era sort of skewed our understanding of 

professional cycling. Being North American centric we felt that the all-conquering Armstrong/US Postal 

team seemed to be so dominant, that their preferred ride must surely have some amazing palmares. So, 

what about Trek – where does it stand? 60 wins – not too shabby. How about my beloved Wilier 

Triestina – oh no . . just 32 wins. Well, Pinarello has racked up no less than 204 wins! Think about the 

number of talented bums that have sat on these bikes. It certainly helps that they sponsored – Reynolds, 

Movistar, Deutsche Telekom, Team Sky and Fassa Bortolo and Banesto. The riders – well there’s Miguel 

Indurain, Bjarne Riis, Jan Ulrich, Chris Froome, Brad Wiggins, Mark Cavendish, Alejandro Velverde, 

Abraham Olano, Erik Zabel and Alessandro Petacchi. So where and when did this much revered brand 

start? Italy is all about passion. Passion for food, wine, art, music, fashion, and architecture and so on. 

That passion is especially strong when it comes to bicycles. In 1952 Giovanni Pinarello opened shop in 

Treviso, and his objective was simple – to make the world’s best bikes . . . period. Now, after seven 

decades, Fausto Pinarello continues his father’s vision in the only way that matters – by winning in the 

super-heated world of professional cycling. Cicli Pinarello – From Humble Roots, Greatness Grows. Now 

Giovanni “Nani” Pinarello (the 8th of 12 children) did have some success at racing, but in the ’51 Giro 

d’Italia he was awarded the Maglia Nera, the jersey awarded to the last rider to complete the Giro. His 

team unceremoniously sacked him! They did however provide a generous severance of 100,000 Lire. 

Nani invested the money wisely when he opened Cicli Pinarello. During his amateur and professional 

career Nani had a parttime job at Cicli Paglianti . The art of the torch that Nani had learned at Paglianti 

would be fundamental to the success of Cicli Pinarello. 1975 would see Pinarello win their first Grand 

Tour when Giovanni Battaglin dramatically won the race on the infamous Passo dello Stelvio. Going into 

the final day with a slender lead of just 41 seconds over the Spaniard Francisco Galdós, the Italian stuck 

to the Spaniard’s wheel like glue, matching every attack that his rival could muster on the 48 

switchbacks of the Giro’s most iconic climb. It was the performance of a lifetime from a rider who would 

never again reach such heights, but for Pinarello, it was the first step on a journey to become the most 

successful manufacturer in grand tour history. The 1980s were an exciting time for Pinarello. Giovanni 

Battaglin secured a Maglia Rosa in 1981, delivering a second Giro d’Italia title to Treviso, and the 

mercurial American rider Alexi Grewal won gold at the ’84 Olympics in Los Angeles. Best of all, Pedro 

Delgado won the 1988 Tour de France riding a Pinarello in typically aggressive, exciting style. It was the 

fastest ever Tour de France to that point, and the Spaniard finished in Paris more than seven minutes 

ahead of his rivals, having dominated in the mountains. And as the decade closed, it was time for a new 

generation of Pinarello, as father passed the torch to son, and Fausto Pinarello took charge of Giovanni’s 

legacy. The Miguel Indurain Era Things really changed for Pinarello when Tullio Campagnolo introduced 

Nani to José Miguel Echavarri who was looking for a sponsor and manufacturer for his Reynolds team. 

They had a young rider called Miguel Indurain, and together they would go on to do great things. In 



1992 their relationship with Echavarri transformed when they sponsored Banesto. Five Tours, two Giri, 

Olympic gold in Atlanta, and the TT world championship. Much of the credit goes to the brilliant 

engineer Marco Giachi – poached from Lamborghini’s Formula 1 team. Miguel Indurain’s record speaks 

for itself - Five Tours de France, two Giri d’Italia, two Giro-Tour doubles, the Hour Record, winner of the 

World Time Trial Championships in 1995 and the Olympic TT at Atlanta ’96. Miguel was about more than 

just titles though; he was the epitome of a great champion. Modest off the bike and merciless on it. 

Indurain transformed professional cycling forever on a Pinarello. Indurain’s weapon of choice was the 

stunning Pinarello Espada (right). It still looks as fast in 2021 as it did in the mid-90’s. The Bjarne Riis, Jan 

Ulrich and Erik Zabel Era The German juggernaut Team Telekom always animated races in the 90’s and 

scored two Tour de Frances and Olympic Medals. Jan Ulrich scored the Time Trial Rainbow Jersey in the 

World Championships. This just weeks after Ulrich won the Vuelta a Espana. The Team Sky / Ineos 

Granadiers Era The results speak for themselves. Seven Tours de France, two Giri d’Italia, two Vueltas a 

España, dozens of national titles, unforgettable wins at Milano-Sanremo, Liège–Bastogne–Liège, and 

Strade Bianche, almost total domination at Paris– Nice and the Critérium du Dauphiné. And those are 

just the highlights of what has been an unprecedented decade of success. The team might have changed 

name, but its spirit has remained dedicated to victory and to pushing the envelope, and it is those 

shared values that make the INEOS Grenadiers and Pinarello partnership so special. Pinarello –“ We’re 

not here to compete – we were born to win” 


